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ABSTRACT
Approaches for leveraging real-time graphics, virtual production
technologies to bring the visual richness, diversity and fidelity of
bespoke teaching venues into the realm of teleconference-based,
distanced learning. A variety of readily accessible tools and imple-
mentations are presented that dramatically enhance the experience
of teaching and learning through common teleconferencing plat-
forms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The onset of the COVID-19 global pandemic necessitated a rapid
transition from location-based teaching and education to dis-
tributed, remote models. Utilizing teleconferencing platforms with
teachers and students working from within their homes, instructors
were displaced from their accustomed “stage” in lecture halls, labs,
classrooms, and studios and other purpose-built teaching venues.
Students, likewise, lost accessibility to specialized equipment and
learning environments. Attending class from home, generally from
within the same space for each and every class, students lost the
environmental context that each individual campus learning space
offered.

Real time computer graphics engines offer a number of opportu-
nities to address some of these issues. Through the use of virtual
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Figure 1: An instructor, teaching from home, utilizing a vir-
tual production based teaching environment to present a lec-
ture.

production techniques, refined and proven in industry over many
years, instructors have the opportunity to leverage customized
virtual teaching environments. The industry refinement of these
tools have also made them easy to implement, affording instruc-
tors without computer graphics expertise an intuitive means of
implementation.

Academic institutions have access to many virtual production
tools and technologies no charge. These solutions also operate on
a variety of existing platforms, including consumer grade, “game
ready” computer systems. Some software tools, originally developed
over a decade ago, are still maintained and viable today, providing
exceptional teaching and learning opportunities in remote instruc-
tion settings, while easily running on less optimized laptops and
computers.

Importantly, due to their ability to appear to a system as a typical
“web cam” media source, these tools are readily implemented in
conjunction with most popular teleconferencing platforms used for
distanced instruction today.

This talk will present a range of examples and demonstrations,
showing how basic virtual production tools and techniques can be
readily deployed for distanced education through teleconferencing
and other streaming mediums, transforming the experience of both
teaching and learning within distributed engagement modalities.
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Figure 2: A dance instructor utilizingmotion capture data as
a means of effectively demonstrating proper, and improper,
dance techniques without the use of a camera or studio.

Figure 3: A photogrammetry approach used to virtualize
physical equipment from an engineering lab for use in vir-
tual teaching environments.

His experience includes two decades of professional experience in
visual effects, immersive media, and education.
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